With the mandate to sunset the Department of Defense’s Standard Procurement System (SPS), defense agencies have the opportunity to transform their acquisitions systems. CGI’s Momentum® Acquisitions is uniquely qualified to provide DoD with a proven, end-to-end contract writing and acquisitions management system that has been successfully implemented across all branches of the federal government.

**DESIGNED AND BUILT FOR AGENCIES**

Momentum Acquisitions is a full lifecycle commercial off the shelf (COTS) contract writing solution that meets DoD’s unique requirements. It provides comprehensive, end-to-end capabilities—out-of-the-box—from requirements development through contract administration and closeout.

The system is highly configurable, adapting to complex, changing requirements and policies without code modifications, allowing agencies to “Buy COTS, Stay COTS.” This decreases total lifecycle costs, reduces risks, increases user acceptance, and improves acquisition management.

A proven best-in-class system, Momentum Acquisitions is specifically designed from the ground up for federal contract writing in compliance with the Federal Acquisition Regulation/Defense Federal Acquisition Regulation Supplement (FAR/DFARS) as well as agency supplements. It is secure and auditable, providing defense acquisition professionals at all levels with a comprehensive and cohesive user experience. It also generates streamlined process workflow and provides built-in decision-making support.

**ENABLING DOD TO MEET MISSION NEEDS TODAY AND TOMORROW**

Momentum Acquisitions provides a strong foundation for replacing legacy acquisition solutions without expensive software development investments.

**Key functionality includes:**

- **Acquisitions planning:** Supports collaboration between contracts personnel, requiring activities/program offices, and other acquisition staff, and managers to develop acquisition strategies/planning.

- **Vendor self-service (VSS) portal:** Supports vendor engagement, enabling contracting professionals to post opportunities to a vendor portal, receive offers from vendors electronically, and interface with offerors for negotiations and post-award execution.

**ACQUISITION EXPERTISE**

With 25+ years of experience in the federal acquisitions industry, our experience and know-how make us an ideal partner—not just to deliver acquisitions solutions, but also to provide process improvements and acquisitions thought leadership.

Momentum is trusted by our clients to handle $11+ billion in contract transactions across the federal government, while providing compliance, insight and control throughout the acquisition process. CGI experts support thousands of users worldwide on acquisition implementations for 124 clients, including 23 federal agencies.

**MOMENTUM BENEFITS**

- Adaptable for quick configuration without code changes or expensive customization
- Reduced costs of ownership for all agencies by incorporating agency innovations into the COTS solution
- Ongoing innovation driven by federal clients in an active user community
- **Business process management**: Provides comprehensive workflow adaptability that drives end-to-end process orchestration resulting in an easy-to-use and efficient procurement system.

- **Document/records management**: Leverages DoD STD-5015.2 V3 compliant solution for retention, tracking, storage, closeout, archiving and destruction of official files to support import, edit and file protections for attachments.

- **Tracking and reporting**: Offers real-time acquisition reporting and contract monitoring with role-based data visualizations, powerful drill-down capabilities and ad-hoc query tools.

- **Contingency contracting/disconnected operations**: Allows users to download contracts and reference data for local use offline, and seamlessly integrates offline work when connectivity is restored.

**Key features include:**

- **Ease of use**: Sleek, modern end-user interface can be tailored to the individual and includes contextual user aids.

- **DoD compliance**: Full support of FARs/DFARS, DoD Instructions and required documentation.

- **COTS, with flexibility**: Agency and command-specific business processes are implemented with configuration, not customization, to accommodate unique and emerging requirements within Momentum’s standard solution framework.

- **Interoperability**: Built with open standards and service oriented architecture (SOA)-compliant architecture. Provides web services and application programming interfaces (API) for real-time communication, adaptability and scalability to integrate with existing IT systems and eliminate data loss. Procurement Data Standard (PDS) and (Purchase Request Data Standard) PRDS compliant.

- **Auditability**: Federal Information System Controls Audit Manual (FISCAM) compliant. History of support for numerous successful Federal audits.

- **Cybersecurity**: Provides continuous monitoring of internal and external threats, data compromise and system integrity. Incorporates two-factor authentication (2FA), SAML and high bit-strength National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) standard, Access Controls and Segregation of Duties (SOD). Long history of clean Authority to Operate (ATO) at civilian and intelligence agencies.

- **Unity of Command**: As both product owner and product integrator, CGI offers reliable, single-point accountability and control over the product, reducing operational and security risks.
MODERN, FLEXIBLE CAPABILITIES

- Deployment options include our Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) offering in a multi-tenant government community cloud that provides enterprise-class support, deployment in a government-owned cloud, or simply deployed on-premises.
- Mobile features provide users with an easily accessible alternative to their desktops for completing managerial tasks.
- Data analytics and reporting support the needs of acquisitions professionals.
- Flexible architecture includes configurable business rules, tailored user experiences, and rapid access to information.
- Open standards and DoDAF compliant SOA simplifies integration of existing DoD systems and accommodates future legislative or business process changes.
- Adaptable capabilities allow for quick configuration to meet new or modified requirements without changes to code and expensive customizations.

INVESTING TO INNOVATE

CGI continuously invests 200% of our annual Momentum software maintenance fees into Momentum innovation to remain current with new regulatory and statutory requirements, deliver new features to our clients, and perform research and development to remain at the forefront of emerging technologies and best practices.

- **Client-driven innovation**: CGI is able to incorporate agency innovations to reduce the ongoing cost of ownership for all agencies, allowing our clients to “Buy COTS, Stay COTS” as new requirements arise.
- **Government-owned user Momentum User Group (MUG)**: Momentum users drive the evolution of the product through direct input and collaboration. They recommend and prioritize modernizations to include in future releases.
- **Commitment to best practices**: CGI validates FAC update analysis with a group of procurement experts across Momentum agencies, known as our Momentum Clause Configuration Board (MCCB).